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Minimization of Point Light Source Coordinates
Determination Error on Photo Detectors
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In general case, endless reducing of dispersion radius has
Russia
no leading effect of increasing positioning accuracy. Dispersion radius with which a minimal error of evaluation is
Abstract. In this article it is examined the influence bereached will be called optimal radius.
tween the projection size of the point light source and the
This work have for an object to examine the hypothedetection error of coordinate center when projecting on
sis about the optimal projection size existence. For proving
the photo-sensitive matrix. With the help of simulation it
this hypothesis and finding out the optimal projection size
is formed the dependence of detection error of coordinate
relative to the size of discretization element it was used imfrom magnitude of dispersion radius projection in case of
itating simulation.
different position of light source relative to the receiver.
Reviewing problem is of great applied importance. ExAnalized operating characteristic of two delimitation of coamining stars as PLS it is possible to get the results, which
ordinate algorithms: using maximal likehood method and
can be used for the stars orientation optoelectronic devices
using the centroid method. It is find of the ratio between
perfection. Increasing accuracy of star position detection
the dispersion radius and size of receiver in the case of minon the each frame enables to decrease total time of satellite
imal error.
orientation.
Keywords. Point light source, detection error of coordinate, astronavigation, star tracker, centroid, maximal
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Coordinates estimations methods can be splited in two
classes: those who demand apriory information about analyzed signals and noises, and those, who don’t demand that
kind of information [1]. Centroid methods and methods
1 Introduction
based on Fourier transformation don’t use any additional
information about signal form and interference power. FitCoordinate detection of the point light source (PLS) is
ting method only use information about signal form, when
one of the main problem of object position location in
maximum-likelihood method also need information about
the space. For analysis of the light source location it is
signal and interference power. For the fitting method all
widely used matrix photosensitive receivers like for examkinds of parameters must be estimated (for example, the
ple charge-coupled device (CCD) matrix or Active Pixel
Gauss form of signal needed four parameters). In his arSensors (APS).
ticle [2] Mighell et al. suggested Levenberg method for
Light from the PLS after going through the optical systhe signal parameters estimation. Simulation data from the
tem is projected to an analysis surface plane as a unsharp
article [1] show, that errors in centroid methods greatly
spot. Size and projection form depends on optical system.
overcome errors of fitting method and Fourier transforCoordinate error detection of PLS depends on matrix propmation. The advantage of centroid method in comparing
erties, parameters of projected image and on algorithm used
with Fourier transformation based on simplicity of it implefor coordinate check. Parameters of light signal projections
mentation. That’s why centroid method had proof himself
exerting the main influence on accuracy of coordinate check
highly dependable and often seen in star trackers [3–5].
are the next: signal power, distribution function of signal’s
The centroid algorithm optimal radius research was
make in [6]. Sadly, authors not specified such important
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30 ms, readout noise 30 electrons and pixel size 1 arcsec-
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onds, optimal radius equal approximately 1.5–2 RMS. Because of weak stellar brightness a size of analysed field was
2–4 pixels.
In the works [7, 8] was estimated error’s lower limit of
PLS coordinates determination based on Rao–Cramer inequality. According to the works [7, 8] best value ratio of
scattering radius to pixel size consist 0.3–0.4. However,
Rao–Cramer inequality points lower boundary of possible
coordinate’s estimation error. It is not known, is there a
method, that reaches this lower boundary. If those method
exist, it will be maximum-likelihood method. In this work
maximum-likelihood method was chosen for optimal radius
determination problems research, because among the other
methods his variance more close to the errors lower boundary than any other method. Finally a two methods was
chose for the research – centroid and maximum-likelihood
method.

Figure 1. Projection range of picture G, 1 – center of the
PLC projection x0 , 2 – dispersion radius r, 3 – equipotenModel takes as a principle that photosensitive matrix con- tial line of signal power, 4, 5, 6 – center location of the
sists of the pixel aggregate adjoined to each other without PLC projection x0 relative to model receiver, 7 – subfield g
spacing between them. Geometrically the matrix planes of the sub range G equal to elementary photoreceiver.
are the field of image G projection (Figure 1). Range
G is divided to rectangular adjoined non-intersecting
S sets the range G from the light source L1 does not depend on
conformed
to
pixels
of
the
matrix:
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Energy accumulated by each pixel is measured by quanD
L1 .x/d x D const:
L
1
tity of electrons. Electrons in their turn are converted to
G
kvants and processed with the help of analog-digital converter (ADC).
For the researching function f .x/ was assumed as:
The model is founded on the hypothesis that quantity of
quantum ADC from each elementary photo receiver .i; j /
f .x/ D f .x1 ; x2 / D exp..x12 C x22 /=2r 2 /=.2 r 2 /; (3)
is random quantity Nij which may be described by Poisson
distribution. That is Nij  Po.Lij  t /. Where Lij is in- where r is the dispersion radius.
tensity of light stream falling on pixel .i; j / which is equal
Problem of center projection coordinate check PLC conto:
tains the following:
Z
It is required on the totality of date N to estimate paL .x/ d x
(1) rameter x0 , considering as known parameter l0 and L1 . By
Li;j D
g ij
accumulating imitation of the charges for the each matrix
pixel it was calculated, according to (1), the intensity falling
From the expression (1) L.x/ D L1 .x/ C l0 -two- on the pixel light stream.
dimensional distribution light intensity function, x D
We get as the result the intensity of falling stream Lij on
.x1 ; x2 /-coordinates on the receiving matrix, l0 -intensity of the step of each calculating process for signal accumulation
interferences applied equally to unit of area. L1 .x/-light time was generated random matrix N . According the each
energy density from the useful signal equal to
random matrix N was estimated the center projection x0
coordinate. After carrying out experiment series estimated
L1 .x/ D L1  f .x  x0 /:
(2) values of x0 were compared with true value (which was used
for N matrix generation). According to the results of this
In the expression (2) function f .x/ means spatial type comparisons were get the static characteristics of coordinate
of power energy signal distribution on the projection. x0 D check error.
.x01 ; x02 /-coordinates of PLS projection for rays passing
For the definition location was used maximumthe ideal optical system. It is supposed that light power in likelihood method (MLM) and centroid estimation –
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Figure 2. Implementation of likelihood function. Projection

center is situated in the pixel’s adherent point. 1 – True
coordinate of center projection, 2 – coordinate of center
projection according to MLM, 3 – domain boundary of
pixel.
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Figure 3. Dependence root-mean-square error of coordinate location on dispersion radius (SC).

If signal form is Gaussian and pixel has square form size
a then integral take on following form:
Z iaCa
Z
L1
L.xjx0 /d x D
2 r 2 ia
gij
weighed mean method. The ideas of these algorithms dif

Z jaCa
fer from each other. Use MLM needs primary information
.x1  x01 /2 C .x2  x02 /2
dx2 dx1 ;

exp

about form and power of signal and interferences. Centroid
2r 2
ja
algorithm on the contrary does not require any complemen- Z
tary information.
L.xjx0 /d x D L1
Used in the work estimate is based on calculating of likegij
 



lihood function maximum. As far as random quantity Nij
i a C a  x01
i a  x01
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is independent, likelihood function look like that:
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N ij
.Lij t /
P .N jx0 / D
exp.Lij t /:
where ˆ is the Laplace function. That representation of the
.Nij /Š
iDi0 kr j0 kr
likelihood function make a running of computing experiment a lot easier.
Was researched characteristics of algorithms for the raLogarithm of likelihood function for parameter x0 estimatdius r various from 0.2 to 0.8 dimension of discretization eling is equal to:
ement with incremental step 0.1. There were observed three
different cases of center projection location (Figure 1): in
the center of pixel-point 6, boundary-point 4 and the point
Z
Ckr 
i0Ckr
X j0X
5 situated in the center of segment between two previous
t
P .N jx0 / D
L.x/d x
points. On an average point 5 as the projection center gives
gij
iDi0 kr j0 kr
more information about characteristics of algorithms.
 Z


Rao–Cramer boundary evaluation were made in followC Nij ln t
L.x/d x  ln.Nij Š/ : (4)
ing articles [7, 8]. According to [7] dispersion error of cogij
ordinate center projection x01 .x02 / using the MLM is:
² 2 XZ
2 ³1
df .x  x0 /
Ll t
Right-hand member (4) does not depend evidently on x0 but
dx
:
(5)
Dx01 D
l0
dx01
it should be mentioned that according to (2) function L.x/
gij
i;j
depends on estimated parameter. x0 is thought to be the
maximum of function (4) which is represented on Figure 2. Results of modeling are represented on the Figures 3–5,
It is impossible to find analytically a point, where function where are the graphs of dependence root-mean-square error of center coordinate location (in % from demention of
(4) is minimal.
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Figure 4. Dependence root-mean-square error of coordinate location on dispersion radius.

Conclusion

According to the results was turned out the optimal dispersion radius for PLC center coordinate location is equal to
0.3–0.35 from elementary photoreceiver.
On the basis of the results it can be concluded that
putting into practice the dispersion radius of the PLS projection in 1.5–2 less again as it is used today in optoelectronic
star navigation devices makes it possible to reduce the error
by 15–20%. For the real devices the decreasing of error of
center coordinate location means decreasing of the detecting time of coordinate location of satellite in the space at
the expense of decreasing of the selection interferences like
“luminous point” and getting more exact information about
interstellar angles.
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Figure 5. Dependence root-mean-square error of coordi-

nate location on dispersion radius (SC).

pixel) on relative size r. Graphs shows three characteristics:
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centroid algorithm and estimation (5).
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